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Resumen
Pocos fenómenos marcan nuestra era de manera más singular y poderosa que
su rápido crecimiento e impacto de las tecnologías de la información. Estos
avances han producido una gran cantidad de información que actualmente
supone un reto para analizar. Este gran volumen de información se ha
convertido en un objetivo esencial del negocio de los datos. Una línea de
investigación que ha surgido de este esfuerzo últimamente son los cuadros de
mando y la visualización de los datos. Esta presentación en una sola pantalla
de los datos más importantes que las personas necesitaban para realizar una
tarea, presentada de una manera que les permite filtrar lo que está sucediendo
en un momento, es un nuevo y sorprendente mecanismo de correspondencia,
esencialmente, tiende a serlo cuando se planifica adecuadamente.
La mayoría de los cuadros de mando que se utilizan en las empresas hoy en día
pierden la marca con respecto a su capacidad latente. La base del problema no
es la tecnología, al menos no principalmente, sino un plan visual deficiente.
Para satisfacer su necesidad y satisfacer su capacidad, los cuadros de mando
deben mostrar una gran cantidad de datos en un espacio limitado de una
manera que se transmita de manera simple e inmediata la información que
resulta de interés para el usuario. Esto requiere un plan que aproveche e influya
en la fuerza del discernimiento visual para detectar y manejar grandes
cantidades de datos rápidamente. Esto se puede lograr justo cuando el plan
visual de los cuadros de mando es vital para la interacción de mejora y se educa
mediante una sólida comprensión de la percepción visual de lo que funciona, lo
que no funciona y por qué.
Nuestro objetivo es el diseño y desarrollo de un tablero clínico para entornos
bioquímicos. Discutiremos los objetivos, el proceso de diseño y la
implementación en los siguientes capítulos.
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Abstract
Few phenomena mark our era more uniquely and powerfully than its rapid
rise and impact of information technologies. These advances have released a
torrent of information that turns over and smoothes us afterward. Subduing
this monster has become an essential objective of the data business. One
apparatus that has risen up out of this exertion lately is the data dashboard.
This single-screen show of the most significant data individuals needed to do a
task, introduced in a way that permits them to screen what is happening in a
moment, is an amazing new mechanism of correspondence. Essentially it tends
to be, however as it were when appropriately planned.
Most data dashboards that are utilized in business today miss the mark
concerning their latent capacity. The foundation of the issue is not technology
at least not primarily but poor visual plan. To fill their need and satisfy their
latent capacity, dashboards should show a large chunk of data in a limited
space in a way that imparts plainly and right away. This requires a plan that
takes advantage of and influences the force of visual discernment to detect and
handle huge pieces of data quickly. This can be accomplished just when the
visual plan of dashboards is vital to the improvement interaction and is
educated by a strong comprehension of visual perception of what works, what
does not, and why.
We aim to design and development of a clinical dashboard for biochemical
environments.
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implementation in the next chapters.
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1 Introduction
In numerous regards, "dashboard" is basically another name for the Executive
Information Systems (EISs) first created during the 1980s [1]. These
applications remained only in the workplaces of leaders and never numbered in
excess of a couple, so it is impossible that you've at any point really seen one.
The standard motivation behind an EIS was to show a modest bunch of key
monetary measures through a basic interface that "even a leader could see."
Though restricted in scope, the objective was visionary and beneficial, yet
relatively radical. Back then, at that point, before information warehousing and
business knowledge had advanced the essential data-handling philosophies and
offered shape to the important innovations, the vision essentially wasn't useful;
it proved unable to be acknowledged on the grounds that the necessary data
was deficient, temperamental, and spread across such a large number of
divergent sources. In this manner, around the same time that the EIS emerged,
it additionally went into hibernation, protecting its vision in the shadows until
that was the ideal opportunity. That is, as of recently.
During the 1990s, information warehousing, online scientific preparing (OLAP),
and in the long run business knowledge functioned as accomplices to tame the
wild surge of the data age. The accentuation during those years was on
gathering, revising, coordinating, putting away, and getting to data in manners
that tried to ensure its exactness, idealness, and handiness. From the ginning
of information warehousing on into the early long periods of this new thousand
years, the exertion has generally centered around the advancements, and to a
lesser degree the techniques, expected to make data accessible and helpful.
The immediate recipients so far have generally been people who are
exceptionally capable in the utilization of PCs and ready to utilize the accessible
devices to explore through enormous, regularly complex data sets. What
additionally arose in the mid 1990s, yet didn't get well known until late in that
decade, was another way to management that elaborate utilization of key
performance indicators (KPIs), presented by Robert S. Kaplan and David P [1].
Norton as the Balanced Scorecard. The advances in information warehousing
and its innovation accomplices set up for this new interest in dministration
through the utilization of metrics and not simply monetary metrics that still
overwhelm the business scene today. Business Performance Management (BPM),
as it is currently normally known, has gotten a global distraction. The
frameworks built by data warehousing and such, just as the interest of BPM in
metrics that can be checked effectively, together plowed and prepared the soil
in which the sleeping seeds of EIS-type shows were again ready to develop. What
truly made heads turn in acknowledgment of dashboards as substantially more
than your ordinary juvenile innovation, notwithstanding, was the scandal of
Enron in 2001 [1].
The repercussions put a new focus on enterprises to exhibit their capacity to
intently screen what was happening in their middle and to along these lines
guarantee investors that they were in charge. This expanded responsibility
joined with the simultaneous financial slump, sent Chief Information Officers
(CIOs) set for discover whatever might help administrators at all levels all the
more effectively and proficiently watch out for execution. Most BI sellers that
had not as of now began offering a dashboard item before long started to do as
such, now and then by keenly changing the name of a current item, here and
there by rapidly buying the rights to a current item from a more modest seller,
and here and there by cobbling together bits of items that generally existed. The
1

commercial center before long offered a huge swath of dashboard programming
from which to pick [1].

1.1 Proposed solution
Duo to the previous topic, the dashboard is an important tool that helps
managers, decision makers, and employees to follow up their activities and work
easily and conveniently. It also helps to follow the current situation of the
important points related to their business, as well as the speed of decisionmaking in addition to the efficiency of these decisions as a result of the
dashboard outputs. The user can become aware of the situation related to the
activity through a quick look at the dashboard, which must be designed in a
way that enables it to quickly display information in a clear and concise manner.
As the analysis laboratories contain a large number of chemical elements used
to conduct the analyzes, following up on these materials and showing the
statistical data related to them in an easy and clear manner to those responsible
for these laboratories will undoubtedly help in the optimal handling of them and
will help decision-makers in determining the quantities that should be
purchased from these materials according to what the dashboard will show of
information related to the quantities used of these materials and the remaining
quantities of them, which will help in rationalizing the rate of spending on
purchasing the used materials according to the need for them, as well as
reducing the quantities that may be damaged as a result of non-use. The
dashboard will also help improve the way suppliers of these materials are dealt
with and benefit from.

1.2 Objectives
There is a dataset that contains a summary of article/ reactive-loinc concepts
and tests realized during 2020 on one hospital department. It also contains the
number of articles that they bought and have, the number of tests realized,
prices of the articles, providers of the article and other information that we will
discuss in detail in the design and implementation section. The objective is to
create a dashboard that can be used as a webpage for analyzing and visualizing
that data. It should visualize at least the information about the most test and
articles used. The most expensive. It Could be filtered always per different
variable in the data set.
It is required to build this dashboard using R. as we will discuss later R is a
programming language that became used in a wide range of data science and
visualization. It has many packages that can be used to visualize data. Also, R
has many packages that can be used to build dashboards like shiny and flex
dashboard.
The proposed solution will be implemented using the shiny R. Shiny is an R
package that makes it simple to implement interactive web applications directly
from R. You can have independent applications on a page or implant them in R
Markdown documents or dashboards. You can likewise expand your Shiny
applications with html widgets, CSS themes, and JavaScript activities [2].
We will use some of the packages that are used to visualize data like, ggplot2
and plotly [3].
Wel will add some selection inputs to allow the user to display the data
depending on his selections.
This dashboard will be published on the web, they can choose to deploy on their
own servers or on a hosting service.
2

2 State of the art
2.1 Dashboard and Technologies
2.1.1 What is a dashboard?
A dashboard is a collection of components arranged into a single visual screen.
The dashboard elements can be many varieties of things, from displaying a
single value to text to tables to maps to graphs to custom widgets. A dashboard
is a fantastic way to give many people access to the same information in one
visually appealing place as shown in Figure 1.
Stephen Few (2004) define it as:
“A dashboard is a visual display of the most important information
needed to achieve one or more objectives; consolidated and arranged on
a single screen so the information can be monitored at a glance” [4].
Another definition came in The Big Book of Dashboard (2017):
“A dashboard is a visual display of data used to monitor conditions and/
or facilitate understanding”.

Figure 1 Dashboard example

2.1.2 Dashboard Tools
As businesses become increasingly overwhelmed with data, it is more important
than ever to have tools that can, at a glance, reveal the hidden story within the
numbers. For this, dashboards come in. By revealing key performance numbers
and diagnostics, and leveraging fully automated connections to data sources,
the user can spend more time understanding the story and less time processing
information. Of course, there are plenty of companies out there getting their
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hands on the dashboard world, but the three companies at the fore, each with
very different approaches, are Tableau, R's Shiny, and Google Data Studio.
2.1.2.1 Tableau
Of these, the most well-established in the data analytics industry may be
Tableau. It is a paid software that offers a wide range of features and a dragand-drop workflow. It is relatively easy to use. an example is shown in Figure 2
[5].

Figure 2 Tableau dashboard example
2.1.2.2 R
R, on the other hand, is a programming language, established in the 90s and
became well-known in the world of data science [6]. As it has an ever-expanding
library of packages for almost every requirement, R has seen a big rise in
popularity recently. R has a dashboarding package called Shiny. Shiny is
relatively new in R’s history. It allows users to create easily scripts that produce
dashboards hosted in a web app [7]. an example is shown in Figure 3

Figure 3 R, dashboard example

4

2.1.2.3 Google’s Data Studio
Google’s Data Studio is a new competitor to dashboard tools. Whilst currently
quite basic, it does offer excellent capabilities with completely free, and it is also
improving constantly [8]. its workflow is much more like Tableau using drag and
drop style and is easy to use incredibly.

Figure 4 Google’s Data Studio dashboard example.

2.1.3 comparing between tools
We will discuss the top 6 indicators to evaluate which is the best [9].
1. Chart and Graph Types
x
x
x

Tableau offers a wide range of chart types that meet all
dashboarding needs. It does relatively well here.
Shiny makes pretty much any visualization imaginable depending
on many packages that built through the past 20 years, including
the incredible ggplot2 and plot.ly. it excels in this category.
Data Studio offers standard chart types These include time series
charts, bar or stacked bar charts, scatter, scorecards, pie charts,
maps, bullet, and area charts. Most charts used in dashboards fit
into this category. It has the least variation here.

2. Data Connectors
x

x

Tableau offers many built-in connections that include many
Google products such as Big Query and Google Analytics However,
it requires third-party tools to connect to YouTube and AdWords.
again, does reasonably well.
Shiny by using either custom API calls or a premade package can
connect to just about any data source.
5

x

Data Studio can connect to all Google products as well as
PostgreSQL and MySQL. Other data sources may have to be routed
through Google Sheets or Big Query, but in most cases, this is
easily done.

3. Ease of Use
x
x
x

Tableau is simple to pick up, it offers a relatively natural workflow
and a simple drag and drop format.
Shiny needs to know the R programming language. Once learned,
however, it becomes extremely powerful.
Data Studio with its natural workflow became easy to pick up
from the off.

4. Data Manipulation and Analysis
x
x
x

Tableau has basic analysis features and basic data manipulation
functions that allow users to create groups, pivot columns, and
filter at the source.
Shiny has the best tools for data manipulation and analysis. It is
powerful for data manipulation or wrangling. It offers many
advanced forecasting and statistical modeling packages.
Data Studio does not have built-in features for data manipulation
nor analysis, so data must be wrangled using such as BigQuery,
then analysis completed by exporting the data.

5. Speed
x

The three products work at high speed and can process data
efficiently but for large data, R has super-fast packages as
data.table package that others can't compete with.

6. Reproducibility and Repeatability
x
x

In both Tableau and Data Studio, when a dashboard is deleted
or decommissioned, it is required to be built again from scratch.
In R’s Shiny, as it is text-based, all that would be needed to be
done is to run the script. this helps with repeatability and
scalability. For instance, if two dashboards have a similar setup,
the script may be simply modified to accommodate the changes.

7. Final impression
x
x

x

R is not only a programming language, but it is a whole framework
of approaches and methods that include data analysis, the Shiny
is merely one aspect.
we have to find a tool like R when the level of analysis for
companies becomes more complicated. R and Shiny contain
techniques such as Machine Learning, and it’s important to learn
them.
Sometimes, it is hard to compare very different approaches tools.
Google and Tableau use mouse or drag and drop methods, they
are more user-friendly while R is pure script-based, each has its
own benefits.
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x

R can be used for high and more informed analysis Whilst Tableau
and Data Studio can be used for producing quick prototypes and
reports.

7

2.1.4 DashBoard planning
2.1.4.1 Dashboard Development Process
Figure 5 shows the steps that would be followed to develop a dashboard.

Figure 5 Dashboard Development Process
It starts with the Request. A request happens when the user submits something
when they are looking for information for their job or their department. And
then it goes into the planning stage of this prioritization. Once we have the
request, we can quantify the impact and the cost it will take. We go down from
there and we start doing some documentation, some basic planning stuff then,
we get into the design phase. We go build it in the development phase and finally,
it will be delivered back to the end-user. These are six simple steps that are
usually used in the creation of dashboards. This is not the only way to follow,
but this is the simplified way that contains the most generic, most common
things that would add the most value.
2.1.4.2 Request Process
This process can be completed by using a request form that contains several
key things that needed to be identified. One is the Objective. What is the
outcome customer is looking for? We don’t mean he wants a Bar Chart with x
but we want to see an objective of, for example, he wants to identify which
marketing campaigns are the most effective or he wants to increase profit for
this product line so that he can do something else. Once we have identified the
objectives, we must think about who is the audience? Who is going to be using
this dashboard? Who are the people? What roles do they have? And then what
impact will this have? If we have this information if we could snap our fingers
and it was all done right down now, what impact would this have on us, our
team, our department, our organization, or the company as a whole? Is this
something that is going to transform his whole business or is it something that
is going to save him a couple of hours a week? Whatever the impact is, it will
help us quantify and prioritize the different dashboards that people are asking
us to build.
Where does the data come from? We look at what elements are we needing to
answer these questions? And really when we ask this of users, we want them to
8

think outside of the systems they know and think about other sources of
information that may help them as well.
Is there social data that may help? Is there other data on the web about other
companies that may give us some context about how we are doing with our
dashboards. Data is the critical piece, and it is really important to identify all
the data we will need to actually deliver this dashboard. What type of
Interactivity do we need? Do you need to be able to sort, filter this data?
what Format? Does somebody need to look at this on a mobile device, a tablet?
What is the resolution? If we are on laptops, what is the common theme across
all our systems or all of our laptops that we have deployed in our environment?
And what resolutions and types of formats are people going to be looking at on
this, Portrait mode, Landscape mode. We want the information to be easily
accessible and we do not want people to have to fight with the different formats
just to be able to get the data.
2.1.4.3 Prioritization
In Prioritization, we need to set scoring guidelines. And it will be good to follow
something called the BI pathway method. It has two concepts, the impact score,
and the cost score.
2.1.4.4 Documentation
We can document things that we are going to use, things that actually will add
value to the project. Also, we have the User Requests, they have submitted those.
We also have Dashboard Requirements. We have the Key Stakeholders. We have
the Objectives, what are we trying to achieve? Who is going to be using it? What
are the Data Sources? What are the Interfaces? What are the Measures and
Dimensions? Measures are the things that we quantify something like sales or
shipping date or any of those. Dimensions are things like the category of the
product we sold. We have Calculations. Are there any specific aggregations here,
like maybe a rolling seven-day weekly average? That kind of a thing.
2.1.4.5 Dashboard Design
2.1.4.5.1 Dashboard Design Considerations
It will be nice to think of the very first or one of the most important things as
Color. We can break down color as three different elements or three different
parts to every color that we see.
x
x

x

The Hue, this is the difference between purple and red and orange
and yellow and green. This is, what is the actual color?
The Lightness. This is also referred to the value. And the
Lightness describes if everything were of the same lightness, on
the lowest end it would be this kind of light gray, up to the darkest
color, which is a dark gray. So, think about if you have a blue or
red, how light, or how dark is that blue or red?
Intensity is how vivid or how colorful something is. We have all
seen the difference between really, really bright green and a very
subtle kind of lime green.

9

Figure 6 Color
There are biggest differences in between. So, between these three things you get
an actual color [10]. And when we use color, it is really important of
understanding the relationships between all these variables and all the different
types of color out there. So, we use:
x

x

x

Analogous colors when we are grouping things together. As
shown in Figure 7, we have these oranges and browns, and they
are all very similar. So, if we are showing so something like a
gradient, let us say, profit as a gradient scale for the color of a Bar
Chart, Analogous colors are good to use. Because they can show
minor variations in between the different colors.
Complementary colors are more contrasting. They show
differences. So, think about instead of just showing all the same
color as an Analogous color pallet, we are using Complementary
colors, which have a sharper contrast, as shown in Figure 7, red
and green. We still want to try to minimize the use of color or use
of bright colors to only draw attention where necessary, but this
is one where when we use Complementary colors.
Split Complementary we use it to show the contrast between one
extreme and the other. So, this is kind of an interesting three-color
pattern here where we have purple, yellow, and green. This could
be used to show the differences between something, or it could
show the different types of series in a line or something like that.

10

Figure 7 Several different palettes and their relationship to the hue wheel.
So how do we use these different types of color pallets? We have Analogous
pallets, we have Complementary, and we have Split Complementary. Figure 8
shows three examples and if we were to start on the left, what is happening
when we look at this is there is no color at all, just black and white, and that is
fine, but they're all competing for attention. They are all showing relatively the
same level of boldness, intensity, whatever. Then in the middle, we have this
one that stands out with this big black line that says, Urgent. And then on the
far right, we have one where there is just way too much color, too many things
competing for attention and it's really hard to discern. We want to get more
towards the one in the middle. Where we do not even use color, but the one that
should draw our attention, the piece of data draws our attention by its boldness
and its hue and the intensity of it [11] .

Figure 8 How to use color?
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Second, we should take into consideration:
x
x
x

The gridlines that we use.
The reference points that we draw.
Any actual words that we put onto a page that can help give
context about the data itself, to help people get the answer to those
questions.

How we use this greatly effects how the data is consumed. So, we need to be
very cautious of overuse. I think that depending on the types of analysis and
the users, we may want to add some context and easy reference points for people
to see. A common one usually done is Product Releases or Marketing Launches.
When we started a campaign, what happened to sales? So, we can add reference
lines on a chart to show exactly the reference points of when something
happened and any effect it had on the things that we were trying to measure.
The third consideration is our Audience [12]. As Duarte Design tells us, the
Audience is King. And when we talk about the audience, we have some
questions to ask, what roles do our audience fulfill? What decisions do my
readers need to make using this dashboard? Is there something specific? Is it
operational, that my readers will take this and then go act directly upon it? Or
is it more strategic? In a way that we will look at this data and it will make us
think about how to strategize for our future decisions. When will the dashboards
be used, in what context? Is it something that we check every week, every month,
at the end of the year? Is it something that we look at daily, multiple times per
day? If we are Stock Traders, we look at those Stock Charts nonstop all day long.
We look at other reports coming in. So, when it is going to be used is going to
matter a lot, about how we design it. Because it often defines how much time
our users have to consume the data. How much time will they stay on the page?
People have very short attention spans, and we need to make it as efficient as
possible for them to get the answers so they can move on. If people have to
spend too much time to get the answers, they're just simply not going to use
our dashboard. And in that case, it is a complete waste; all the technology, and
all the data collection, and all the efforts that it took to get there. If people do
not get what they want in the time that they need it, they are simply going to
move on. And there is a good question here, are my audience suits or propeller
heads? Suits are people that are classified as needing something very dumbed
down, very simplified, big bright KPIs indicating up or down, not something with
complex statistics. Something that is more simplified, good, or bad; more
qualitative than quantitative. Propeller heads, these are the people that
understand statistics. We can show something like a standard deviation or a
prime mean, or any of these other complex calculations. And those are the folks
that have more time to spend on something. So, who are the people that are
going to be using our dashboard? Whoever they are really will influence a lot of
the way that we build our dashboards. How intimate is our audience with the
data? If we use a lot of jargon and most industries have many acronyms for
things, do we need to explain those? Do we need to have little Info Buttons that
explain every little thing? Or do people already understand what a KPI is? Or
what any of these little acronyms we use are?
x
x

Dashboard’s themes, there are two different themes of
dashboards.
Exploratory dashboards, allow people with high levels of
interactivity to find answers to many different questions.
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x

Explanatory dashboards are much more focused. These are more
drilled in, more honed into a specific question and they are often
more effective.

There are differences between them. The exploratory dashboards allow a high
level of interactivity. lots of filters, lots of sorting options, ways to change and
throw the data in completely different shapes and sizes all from the web or all
from our dashboard there. they allow for lots of questions to be answered. they
take more time for the user to understand them. This is not something that we
just simply look at and they have our answer, and we are good to go. This is
something that we have to take time to digest. And it takes time to learn how to
use it properly to be effective with them. And this can draw people in and serve
many purposes. Exploratory dashboards are great because they can serve a
wide audience. So, lots of people can use them for lots of different things.
Explanatory dashboards are a bit different. They are simple and easy to
consume. They often answering a single question. There is slim to no
interactivity, meaning we do not have ways to sort and filter. The data is what
it is. The presentation is what it is. It should answer the question that we have
because it is so focused on. There are very few questions answered. But they
are quick and that's key for a lot of users. It is getting answers to their questions
fast versus having to dig around through filters and sorting and all of that. And
it takes minimal time to consume. Now the one thing these can do is they can
leave readers wanting more. We can see the answer, but if we have another
question for it, we do not have the tools or ways to get to that answer. So, when
we build dashboards, we are going to have a mix of Explanatory and Exploratory.
The questions going to be, for each one you build, which kind of category does
it fall into? And what are the users? Who is the audience? What kind of things
are they expecting when they look at it?
Choosing the Right Data will depend on the answers to some questions we
should ask our audience as:
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

what is the primary objective?
What is the outcome that you are seeking?
Do you want to identify marketing campaigns?
Do you want to restructure your website and look at the flow of
visitors through your website?
What are the actual business goals that you are trying to achieve?
Not what is the objective of getting the data? Not what data do you
want to see? Not what structure or form do you want the data in?
But what is the objective?
What is the real thing that you are trying to accomplish?
What questions must this dashboard answer? Not what things can
it answer? But what questions definitively must it have? If the
question is, do movies get better with time? Well, there is a specific
question that it must answer.

That is a great way to focus on the dashboard to where it is incredibly effective
and efficient at communicating information of the metrics on the page, how will
you use them? What will each metric represent and how will you use it to make
a decision or act? So, each metric, really breaking it down with your audience
to understand how important it is and what they are going to use it for, and all
that. What level of confidence do you have in the data source? Sometimes
depending on your source systems, the data can be very structured and very
clean, and easy to work with. But as is in the age of big data, some of these
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sources are very messy and the data comes in very sporadically. So, the
confidence in the numbers can be quite low. So, looking at the data sources we
have, how confident are we that they are accurate? That they are complete, that
there is not something missing? And this leads to how much confidence or trust
we will have in display and in the dashboard itself in terms of answering
questions with it or acting upon it. For each metric in there, how clearly is it
understood? What is a subscriber, what is somebody that is a tentative
subscriber? What is a student? What is somebody that's dropped out of our
college? All of these things can be subject to interpretation. So how clearly are
these metrics understood? If we have something like the number of monthly
users of our software. What is a monthly user? Do they just log in once? Or is
it something where they have to log in and take an action? How do you define
these things? And how well are they understood? These can lead directly
towards what types of annotations? What types of little glossary pages in other
documentation do we need to include so that way when people look at
something, we are all talking apples, can any of the metrics that we are talking
about being put in a detailed dashboard? Now thinking about how to simplify
and how to boil it down to just the most important pieces that help us answer
questions in the most efficient way, are some of those metrics supplemental?
Are some of those metrics not critical? Can some of these metrics be put into a
different dashboard that has a more of a drill-down nature? So, we start at a
high level, it tells us basically, do we care, or do we not care? If we do care, then
we can maybe drill down and see some of these more detailed metrics. We get
in this mode of metric overload, where we just want to see everything. And
because when we are talking to somebody all this stuff bubbles up. Every little
idea about every metric they could want bubbles up to the service, but it does
not mean that it belongs on the dashboard. So how do we choose the right data?
What is the perfect metric?

Figure 9 Choosing the perfect metric [13].

x

Dashboard Layout, there are many Dashboard layouts as shown
in Figure 10.
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x
x

x
x

x
x

Flow dashboard, where we start from the top and we move down
to the bottom. It is very simple with just things scrolling from top
to bottom.
C Shape, where on the top there is a bigger chart, and then there
are two charts below it, just kind of like three quadrant views.
There is a lot of stuff here where there is a big Line chart on top or
maybe that big one is a Map and down below there is a couple of
Bar charts or little Scatterplots or something.
The Zig Zag, is common, there are just four quadrants.
Chucked version where it is like the flow, but it is broken up into
different segments and you can have lots of little charts built in
there. we have clearer definitions and segmented areas for your
dashboard.
Inverse C, is kind of the opposite, where on the right there is a big
one and then there are two charts on the left.
F Natural, which is kind of the opposite of that one. Where there
is a big one on the left and two smaller ones or two smaller charts.
on the right.

Figure 10 Dashboard layout
x

Summary
In this part we discussed dashboard development process, the cycle
we go through when building these things. Talk about the request
process, how we can set it up so users can give us the information
we need to start developing on something. How to prioritize the
different dashboard requests we get, the documentation that we can
use to help keep track of all these things we get coming in, and design
considerations; color, the definition of color, when to use color, the
flow, annotation, all things to consider whenever we build any kind
of information display. Knowing your audience. These are critical to
the types of decisions you make when you design your dashboard.
Choosing the right data. This is paramount. If you do not have the
right data, the rest of it, the design, the layout, all that does not
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matter if the information that you need to make a decision isn't
present. And then the layout itself. What are just some of the basic
ways that we can use as a reference point for laying out our charts?

2.1.5 Data Presentation
2.1.5.1 Basic Data Presentation Methods
The Data can be presented in a different method. We can summarize them in
six different ways basically.
The Geo-Spatial stuff, the stuff that is relevant to a map or land. That could
be building, it could be a city, it could be the map of the world.
x
x
x
x
x

Correlation, in correlation we are often talking about two different
variables, comparing profit to sales, for example.
Categorical, the most common method. There are different
categories of variables like products and. displaying them in a bar
chart form, which is easy for comparison.
Hierarchal views, things that you drill-down from a high level
into a more detailed level.
Distribution, more of a statistical view. Looking at like what is the
Median home price of a given region per say.
Time Series, variables over time, which are viewed generally as
lines. You can see the ebb and flow with the angles between them.

Figure 11Basic Data Presentation Methods
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2.1.5.2 Basic Chart Types
They mirror the previous basic Data Presentation Methods that we presented
previously.
x

Map, is great for visualizing data
that is relevant to geography.
whether it is, country names,
state

abbreviations,

postal

codes, or custom geocoding. If
there is geographic information
associated with data. a map is an
attractive and simple way to
show

the

correlates

between

Figure 12 Map.

location and trends in the data. a
map is a great method to visualize how far or what the common
distance is a distributor ships his products. Real-estate is another
example. Where users want to see data focused on areas that matter.
Scatterplot, used to compare or
relationship
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investigate
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example, Profit to Sales, order

Figure 13 Scatterplot.

Quantity to Average Ship Time,
Tenure to Attrition. Variables being things that are aggregates,
numbers that we quantify. A scatter plot presents many distinct data
points on the chart. The chart can then be improved with analytics like
trend lines or cluster analysis.
x

The Drill-Down is a hierarchical
view. For example, if we want to
display the profit and sales of a
product,

we

start

from

the

category, click on it and drill down
to

subcategory,

subcategory

to

click
drill

on

the

down

to

Figure 14 The Drill-Down.

products under it, then click the required product. This also could be
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done for geography. Starting from a country level or a view of the
World, click on an area then see it by state or province, then DrillDown to the city level if you would like. All these Drill-Down
capabilities are different ways that can be used to present data, which
are meaningful and helpful in communicating information.
x

Bar chart is one of the most basic
forms of data visualization chart. It
is great to quickly compare data
amongst different categories of
things, show outliers and trends,
highlight differences, and reveal
historical lows and highs at a

Figure 15 Bar chart.

glance. Bar chart is very twodimensional. So, it is very easy to see how much bigger one bar is
compared to the other. As opposed to something like a Pie or a
Doughnut or a Polar chart or any of these other Radial type displays.
Where our brains are forced to try to remember and compare multiple
different angles. Bar chart is usually, generally a better way of
visualizing that data, because it is just so easy to see how big and
relatively different, they are in size. Bar chart is effective especially
when data can be split into multiple categories.
x

Line chart is great for visualizing
data over time. Area chart is a
related one. It connects many
distinct data points, showing them
as a continuous evolution. line
chart is used to display trends in
data,

usually

over

time.

for

example, changing the stock price

Figure 16 Line chart.

over two years or views of a website page for the month. It visualizes
changing in one value relative to another.
x

Histogram is basically looking at bins of something. The sales and
home prices are classical examples, we could see what the distribution
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is. Is it largely on one side or the
other? Is there a middle ground that
most of the sales or home prices
hover around?
We discussed the different Data Presentation
Methods;
Geo-Spatial,
Correlation,
Hierarchal, Categorical, Time Series, and
Distribution. We also discussed some of the
different Chart Types, which go right along
with all of those.
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Figure 17 Histogram.

2.1.5.3 Choosing a Chart Type
It is important to know how to choose a Chart Type. Bar chart will be used when
we compare things by category, for example, sales by region click by add and
time on site by web Page. Bars are great for the most basic form of comparison
of size of different categories of things.
2.1.5.3.1 Bar chart
Bar chart is not used necessarily for something with a continuous type of
relationships like different months or different years, as those have a
continuous type of relationship. And what that means is that it is known
January and February have an actual relationship in time, as February comes
after January. So, in that case, we can connect that and use lines and display
trends over time, for example, Year over year growth, sales by month, page visits
by day. We really use line charts most commonly to represent anything related
to time, because it is the easiest way to consume it visually although It may not
be the flashiest nor the fanciest, but what we are trying to convey information
in a way that is meaningful. We are not just trying to make a flashy thing that
somebody will look at for three months and then give up. We want things that
will stand the test of time and really help businesses drive change throughout
their industry.
2.1.5.3.2 Scatterplot
Scatterplot is a great way of showing a comparison between two different
variables, for example, sales and profit, customer Satisfaction and age, order
size, and shipping duration. When we want to look at the relationship between
two things. Sales and profit would be an example as sales increase, does profit
increase, at what rate? It may be thought that it is kind of common, but
sometimes depending on the nature of the business more sales may reduce the
margins a little bit. So, it depends a lot on the business. But it is a great way of
trying to understand relationship and correlation. Scatterplot is a great way to
just visually represent the sweet spot for order size that gets the optimal
shipping time for customers, see where things cluster and see what the data
really has to show.
2.1.5.3.3 Histogram
Histogram is great when you want to show what is normal. What is an outlier?
For example, salaries, page load times, home prices, what would be considered
normal for all these different measures? It is a way of bending the different
measures and showing how many of them fall into these different buckets. It is
a great way because sometimes you will see something where an average may
be totally skewed because you have an extreme outlier. This is why for example,
home prices are represented often with Median. In a data set of home prices in
San Diego, there is an area that shows the median home price as $700
Thousand but the average Home Price closer to $3 Million. Why? Because there
are several homes in the $30-50 Million range. this can really skew something
like an average. So, histogram is a great way of visually representing what truly
is normal versus what your statistics might tell you.
2.1.5.3.4 Drill-Down
Drill-Down is great when the data is hierarchal. Today many of data is
hierarchal but sometimes that is difficult to build into your data set. if the data
contains something like; department and team, category and sub-category, or
sales region and state, you can represent the data with a high-level summary
view and the ability to Drill-Down into it.
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2.1.5.3.5 Map
Maps are related to geography. So, if the data does not have relevance to
geography, then this really does not help in visualizing it. If you want to color
code sales of a product by region or country, it is interesting. Some industries
like Oil & Gas, Real Estate, Public Safety. These are all great cases in when to
use Maps. Maps are a flashy kind of thing and if not used properly they will not
actually tell us much. So, for example, if you wanted to know which countries
were selling the most of our products in, a Map it will be hard to convey that
information because showing the different sizes of bubbles over region or
countries or even color coding the entire thing. It is nice looking, but it might
not actually convey the information as easily as Bar Chart. Maps are the best
way when you are trying to convey the meaning.
2.1.5.4 Advanced Chart Types
here some of the advanced chart types.
2.1.5.4.1 Box Plot
It is known as, a box and whisker plot. It is like the distribution of the histogram,
where we can find out what is normal. it shows quartiles. So, each line here is
a quartile, meaning it's a %25, %50, %75, and %100 of the distribution of a
measure. Generally, there are five pieces of information included in the boxplot
(five number summary)
x

The minimum, the minimum value in the data set is shown at the far
left of the chart, at the end of the left whisker.

x

First quartile, Q1, is shown at the far left of the box, at the far right of
the left whisker.

x

The median is shown as a line in the center of the box.

x

Third quartile, Q3, is shown at the far right of the box, at the far left of
the right whisker.

x

The maximum, the largest number in the data set is shown at the far
right of the box.

Figure 18 Boxplot
sometimes data sets contain outliers that are suspected to be anomalies. If there
are outliers, the whisker on the appropriate side is drawn to the interquartile
range (1.5*IQR) rather than the data maximum or the data minimum. Unfilled
dots or small circles are drawn on the chart to indicate where suspected outliers
lie. for known outliers, filled circles are used.
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Figure 19 Outliers in boxplot
Boxplot is commonly used in statistics, and it is good at seeing the distribution
of data. And helping in visually understanding what is normal or common
versus what other summary statistics might show.
2.1.5.4.2 Bullet Graph.
The Bullet Graph is a great way to show Actuals to Target. This was invented
by Stephen Few. He came up with the idea of visually representing different KPI
metrics. Figure xxx shows some examples with Revenue, Profit, Order Size, all
that. And the dark bar is the Actual number and the horizontal bar that it is
trying to go like in the Revenue one where it shoots through it, that is the Target
value. So, it shows how close or far any of these KPIs came to hitting their Target.
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Figure 21 Bullet graph
2.1.5.4.3 Sparklines
They are the little bite size trends that originally were used in sentences. Edward
Tufte introduced it as a small graph that is nonetheless capable of visualizing a
much amount of data. The main feature of this chart type is its tiny size, due to
the absence of axes or any notes, this makes it impossible for viewers to see
precise values. However, Sparkline Charts are great at showing the big picture.
It is a great way to visualize data For Dashboards. In sparkline, the points are
not to show the actual data, the points are to show what the trend looks like.
So, each one of these rows is on its own axis with its own scale and it is hidden.
Because the point is just to see visually what the trend looks like. Not to see
any specific one data point or another. These will often fit inside of a Dashboard
along with some other things like that Bullet Graph and a KPI Indicator.

Figure 22 Sparklines
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3 Requirements and design
3.1 Dataset description
As we described above, the dataset contains a summary of article/ reactive-loinc
concepts and tests realized during 2020 on one hospital department. The data
set contains 22 variables as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23The description of the dataset variables.
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The area contains 10 places as shown in Figure 24, the data should be displayed
depending on the selected one.

Figure 24 The available area.
x
x

In the available dataset, there is only one value for the variable
[gfh] but there will be different values for this variable in the
feature and the user can use it to show the related information.
In the available dataset, there is only one value for the variable
[servicio] but there will be different values for this variable in the
feature and the user can use it to show the related information.

The previous three variables, area, gfh and servicio determine the department.
Depending on the variable description, we can say that the next variables are
the important variables in the dataset:
desc_concepto_est, desc_articulo, and reactivo are the same value so we will use
only the variable desc_concepto_est.
We will depend on the description variables to display data.
After neglecting the unused variables, the dataset variables will be as shown in
Figure 25.
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Figure 25 The important variables in our dataset.

3.2 Requirements
As our customers did not give exactly what they want to get from the dashboard
or what is the aims from it, we suggest the next questions that we can answer
from the given data, we put in groups. Each group has its own dependence
variable additionally the group is depending on the previous groups’ selection
variables:
The next questions will be answered for all areas in the hospital or for a selected
area.
x

How many items did they use compared to the ones they bought?

x

What is the price of the items they used against the total purchase
cost?

x

What is the quantity of articles that are used in the hospital?

x

What is the max quantity they bought and which article?

x

What is the minimum quantity they bought and which articles?

x

What is the highest used article and what is the quantity?

x

What is the lowest used article and what is the quantity?
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x

What is the number of available tests in the hospital?

x

What is the number of tests performed in 2020?

x

What are the top 5 used articles, devices used in, number of tests each
item used in, number of performed tests, purchased quantity, and
used quantity?

x

What are the down 5 used articles, devices used in, number of tests
each item used in, number of performed tests, purchased quantity,
and used quantity?

x

What are the top 5 cost articles, devices used in, number of tests each
item used in, number of performed tests, purchased cost, and the cost
of used items?

x

What are the down 5 cost articles, devices used in, number of tests
each item used in, number of performed tests, purchased cost, and
the cost of used items?

The next questions will be answered for all providers or for the selected provider.
x

How many articles provider provide?

x

What is the max quantity of articles provided in 2020?

x

What is the minimum quantity of articles provided in 2020?

x

What is the article provided by the provider and the quantity they get
in 2020?

x

What is the total amount of purchases they bought from a provider in
2020?

x

What is the number of items they bought from the provider in 2020?

The next questions will be answered for:
All used techniques or select one.
All used devices or selected one.
All performed tests or the selected one.
x

What are the performed tests, LOINC concept, technique, and the used
device in each test or selected test?

x

In which test the article is used and who is provide it?

The next questions will be answered for All articles or selected articles:
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x

What is the number of tests the article is used in, number of elements
per pack, activated total, the quantity they have in 2020, used
quantity, remaining quantity, purchase cost, used cost, and remaining
cost of each article?

x

What are the articles that have notes on the used quantity or the used
cost?

We would like to add more questions especially that related to the tests and
their costs, but the dataset is very poor and didn’t contain information about it,
the used quantity in the dataset is related to the total used quantity from the
articles which may be used in many tests.

3.3 Design
To achieve the previous requirements, we suggested a layout that contains a
sidebar. We add a group of selection input in the sidebar, one for each variable
that will be used in filtering data. From the previous specifications, there are 8
variables that will be used to filter data. We will implement this selection input
to filter the displayed data additional to filter the next selection input to allow
the user to select only the values related to the previous selection. We will add
the option “All” as the first option in each selected input to allow the user to
select all values. When the user changes a selection, all the next selections will
reset to the option “All” automatically, but the upper selections will not be
affected, since the dependency from down to up. In other words, as the top
selection affect the down ones, and the down selection does not affect the upper
selections, when the user changes a selection, all down selections will set to the
option “All”.
The suggested design will be as shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26 The suggested design for the dashboard.
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4 Implementation
4.1 Shiny Application
4.1.1 What is Shiny?
Shiny is a web application structure for R that permits you to make interactive
web applications without requiring information on HTML, CSS, or JavaScript.
These web applications can be utilized to explore, analysis and visualize data,
to work with far off coordinated effort, share results, and significantly more.
Shiny is free and open source [13].

4.1.2 Building a shiny app
we can create a shiny app using RStudio, which is the most used R environment.
open RStudio, from the “file” menu, select “new file” then click "Shiny Web App".
RStudio will display the next screen Figure 27, in which you can specify the
folder name for the application, the structure of the application whether a
single file app or multiple file app and the directory you will save the app folder
in it. we will select a single file, but both options are okay to use. Name the app
directory “MyFirstShiny” and select the folder where you want to save it, then
press "create".

Figure 27 Creating a shiny app.

4.1.3

Shiny app Components

The shiny app can run R code on a local computer, remote server, or in a cloud,
this is depending on the aim of the shiny app and the required computing power
to run it. Shiny apps consist of these two main components:
x
x

The user interface (UI) defines the design and components of the
app that will appear to the user.
The server contains the instructions to assemble components of
the app like input widgets and plots.

Figure 28 shows the interaction between the UI function and the server function.
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Figure 28 the interaction between the UI function and the server function.
In shiny, the terms “client” and “server” come up a lot. The client is the web
browser. The server is a running program that responds to requests sent by the
client.
The computer uses the IP address 127.0.0.1 for itself (it is the same as
‘localhost’).
When running a shiny app through RStudio on a local computer, the computer
became a host for a web page (the UI) and controls its content by a running R
session and a server is running on your computer. The server responds to the
interaction between you and the web page by executing R commands and
updating the corresponding UI objects.
The UI and server components may be defined in separate files especially for big
projects ui.R and server.R and saved in the app folder as shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29 Multiple files (ui.R/ server.R) approach.
On the other hand, the single file (app.R) approach defines UI and server objects
in an R script representing the app as shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30 Single file approach.

4.1.4 Creating Layout
There are many facilities as shown in Figure 31 included in shiny for laying out
the components of a Shiny App as:
x
x
x
x

A sidebarLayout(): add a sidebarPanel() for inputs and a
mainPanel() for output content.
Custom layouts: use Shiny’s grid layout system (i.e., fluidRow() &
column()).
Segmenting layouts: use the navlistPanel() and tabsetPanel()
functions.
multiple top-level components: use the navbarPage() function.

Figure 31 shiny layout examples.
a lot of packages that can improve the shiny app exists. Shiny dashboard as an
example will add a fantastic look to a shiny app. using those packages require
understanding the basic concepts of shiny. R creates the new shiny app with a
default template app that draws a histogram, we can run it by clicking on the
"Run App" button as shown in Figure 32. It is advised to start building a new
project from scratch, so we will remove the template code in the ui() and server
functions that R created, then adding our own code.
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Figure 32 Run shiny App.
The page functions are used to define the number of tabs or pages of the App.
it is the top level of UI function. we can assign the function navbarPage() to the
UI object for an App with multiple tab pages. for single page Apps, the fludPage()
layout is used and this is the default page function. so we will assign the
function fludPage() to UI function as shown in Figure 33. This structure will be
the framework of the App. These layouts will be filled with buttons, drop-down
menus, plots, and tables to build up the App user interface.

Figure 33 The structure of shiny App.

4.1.5 The Sidebar
We will fill the sidebar with desired input. The shiny App is rendered in an Html
environment and uses Html functions for rendering text. For example, we can
use the p() function to display a regular text. However, to adjust the font size for
the text, h1() to h6() can be used to change the font size. Each interactive UI
element has its inputId argument, which names the element. It is used to define
the element in the server function and must be filled.
x

We will add the upload button in the sidebar, by using the
fileInput() function. we will use the inputid=”datafile” to the
fileInput(). The file input is used to allow user to upload a file from
his computer to the shiny App.
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x
x
x
x

For selecting variables, we will use selectInput() function to add
the two drop-down menu’s. we will automatically fill them with the
variable names from the uploaded data set.
We will insert a bold title as the header of the plot with
p(strong(“Plot”)).
We will use checkboxInput() function to add two checkboxes, one
for the residuals and one for the regression line. We add a table
header.
We will use the actionButton() function to add an update button.
These buttons allow the application to perform a calculation only
when all options are correctly set by the user. This saves
computation time and makes the App faster.

4.1.6 Creating Functionality
After building the user interface inside the UI, we will add the required functions
to the App inside the server function.

4.1.7 Publishing the App
When we finished the application, we are ready to publish it online. in RStudio,
a blue icon exists next to the “Run App” button, clicking it will display the
publish screen. We can publish our Apps to a shiny server by creating an
account on https://shinyapps.io, and connect it to RStudio. Click the “Publish”
button. The application will be uploaded to the shiny server.

4.2 The proposed dashboard
We will implement the project using the package “shinydashboard”. This
package creates a shiny dashboard and provides them on top of shiny. It creates
attractive dashboards [14].
We will create an empty project it takes the form as shown in Figure 34

Figure 34 Shiny project using shinydashboard package.

4.2.1 Project components
We will put each function of dashboardHeader(), dashboardSidebar(),
dashboardBody() in a separate file. We will add a file helper. R to write in special
functions if needed. The project will be consisting of 5 files as shown in Figure
35
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Figure 35 The project files.
x

The app. R file is the main file that contains the server function. We
will write the server code here.

x

The file header.R will contain the header contents.

x

The file sidebar.R will contain the sidebar contents, selection input in
our project.

x

The body.R file will contain The body of the dashboard.

4.2.2 UI
The contents of the files header.R, sidebar.R and body.R are the UI part of the
Application.
4.2.2.1 Header section
In the header section, temporarily we will add a logo for the hospital.
4.2.2.2 Sidebar section
In the sidebar, there will be the elements that will be used to allow the user to
select the required input to display the required information. As we mentioned
before, we will add 8 input selections to allow the user to select the required
value. Here is a sample code to add an input selection to the sidebar to allow
the user to “select area” Figure 36.
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Figure 36 Adding input selection to the sidebar.
Each input selection has its own inputId. The rest input selection will be:
Select gfh and Select servicio,
These three inputs selections will be used to filter the data to answer the
questions in group 1 in the design section, the default value for them is “All”.
When the user selects an “Area”, the content of the input selection “gfh” will be
changed to display only the gfh that is related to the selected area. Also, when
the selected value of “gfh” is changed, the contents of the input selection “Select
servicio” will be changed to display only the “servicio” that is related to selected
gfh. Although the dataset contains only one gfh value and one servicio, we add
this feature to give the dashboard the facility to cover all the hospital sections
and laboratories in the features.
4.2.2.3 Body section
This section will contain the displayed chart and data. At the top, we will add a
navigation bar to allow the user to move between the different sections of the
dashboard on one screen. There will be five-tab Panels. “Home”, “Providers”,
“Concepto”, “Purba” and “Sumnistro frequency”. Figure 37 shows the code for
the navigation bar.
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Figure 37 Navigation bar.
We will divide the “Home” panel into 2 columns. In the left one, we add 2 grudges
to display the used quantity to the total quantity and the cost of the used
quantity to the total cost purchase. We will use the gauge component from the
flexdashboard package [15], which requires the minimum, maximum, and value,
Figure 38 shows the code used in the server function to run the gauge.

Figure 38 The used quantity gauge.
The final gauge will appear as in
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Figure 39 The use quantity and used cost gauges.

Under the Gauge, we will use 6 infoboxes from the shinydashboard package to
display the answers to questions related to the department [16].

Figure 40infoBox code.

Figure 41 infoBox.
On the right side, we used a “tabBox” [17] to add 4 “tabpanels” [18] Figure 41.
Inside the “tabpanel” we added a “reactableoutput” to display data in a table
[19] and a plotoutput to display the chart.
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Figure 42 tabBox contains 4 tabpanels.
We implemented the rest of the tabs using the appropriate components.

4.2.3 Server
The code for the server function will be in the file App.R. in this file, we uploaded
the used packages

Figure 43 upload the used packages.
We loaded the dataset and select the fields that will be used our dashboard.
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Figure 44 Load the dataset and select important fields.
We added the code to fill the selected input boxes with the values of the
variables from the data set.

Figure 45 Fill the input select area with values.
We added the necessary code to perform the required functions to display the
contents of the dashboard.
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5 Results
5.1 Home
The first page displayed in the App is the “Home”, Figure 46.

Figure 46 The home page of the dashboard.
The left side shown in Figure 47 displays this information:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The used quantity of the articles is 17.8k from the total purchased
quantity 41k.
It displays the cost of the used quantity 2.6M from the total cost
of the purchased quantity 4.8M.
The number of articles in all departments is 192 articles.
The highest bought concepto: Prueba de embarazo (orina) with
quantity = 5000.
The lowest bought concepto: T4 total with quantity = 1.
The highest used concepto: Índices Séricos with quantity = 515984.
Available tests: 652
Tests performed in 2020: 15952924.
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Figure 47 The left side of the “Home” panel.
In the right side, contains 4 tabs, the first tab as in Figure 47, shows the top 5
used articles with the related information, it indicates, the article, the device
that uses it, the number of tests it used on, purchased quantity, and the used
quantity. The text color of the used quantity that should be noted is colored, it
will be “red” if the used quantity is greater than the purchased quantity, this
situation exists duo to the data in the dataset, they may have an old quantity
from previous years. If the used quantity is less than have of the purchase, the
color will be “blue”.
The bar chart is appearing and displays the purchased quantity, the used
quantity, and the remaining quantity as required.
When selecting an area, the displayed information and chart changes according
to the selected area.
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Figure 48 Top 5 used articles

The next tab, “Down 5 used”, shows the same information as the top 5 used but
for the down 5 used items, Figure 49.

Figure 49 Down 5 used articles
The next tab shows the top 5 costs, the highest 5 purchase cost, it displays
purchase cost for the article and cost of the used items instead of quantity in
previous tabs. The used cost will be colored if it is greater than 90% or less than
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50% of the purchase cost. The bar chart displays, the cost of the purchased
quantity, the cost of the used quantity, and the cost of the remaining quantity
of the article as shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50 Top 5 cost articles.
The last tab in the home page is the “Down 5 cost”, which display the lowest 5
articles purchased. It displays the information as the previous one as shown in

Figure 51 Down 5 cost articles.
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The data displayed on the “Home” page is related to the selected values in the
top three input selections that determine the department or the laboratory.

Figure 52 The selection variables for home page information.

5.2 Provider page
In this tab, the information related to the provider appears. This is the group
two of questions we previously discussed in the design section. The data will be
filtered depending on the previous three input selections in addition to the
provider input selection to display the information related to providers in any
department or laboratory in the hospital.

Figure 53 Provider page.
We can get all the answers related to the providers through navigating the
existing panels.
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5.3 Concepto page
This page answers the question of group three. It has the information related to
the article / concepto. It can be filtered duo all input selections. The detailed
information about the article is displayed in a table, under the table 2 tables
display the test and provider related to the selected article from the main table.
The bar chart displays the purchased quantity, the used quantity, and the
remaining quantity for the articles displayed in the main table. Navigating
through the page will change the bar chart see Figure 54.

Figure 54 The conepto page.
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5.4 Pureba page
This page displays information related to tests Figure 55.

Figure 55 Pureba page.

5.5 Sumnistro frequency page
This page displays a histogram [20] to show the frequencies of bough quantities.

Figure 56 Sumnistro frequency.
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6 Conclusion and futures lines
We think our proposed dashboard is displayed all that we can display from
information that will help the users to get the right decision and control the
process of buying the chemical articles for the hospital laboratory.
The proposed dashboard answers the question in groups, each group related to
one or more variables and appears in a tabpanel. In home panel, depending on
the selected area, gfh and servicio, it answers the questions:
x

What is the quantity of articles that are used compared to the quantity
they bought?

x

What is the cost of the items they used compared the total purchase
cost?

x

How many articles did they use in the hospital?

x

What is the max quantity they bought and which article?

x

What is the minimum quantity they bought and which articles?

x

What is the highest used article and what is the quantity?

x

What is the lowest used article and what is the quantity?

x

What is the number of available tests in the hospital?

x

What is the number of tests performed in 2020?

x

What are the top 5 used articles, devices used in, number of tests each
item used in, number of performed tests, purchased quantity, and
used quantity?

x

What are the down 5 used articles, devices used in, number of tests
each item used in, number of performed tests, purchased quantity,
and used quantity?

x

What are the top 5 cost articles, devices used in, number of tests each
item used in, number of performed tests, purchased cost, and the cost
of used items?

x

What are the down 5 cost articles, devices used in, number of tests
each item used in, number of performed tests, purchased cost, and
the cost of used items?

In the provider page, depending on the selected variables of, area, gfh, servicio
and provider, it answers the questions:
x

How many articles does provider provide?
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x

What is the max quantity of articles provided in 2020 by?

x

What is the minimum quantity of articles provided in 2020?

x

What is the article provided by the provider and the quantity they get
in 2020?

x

What is the total amount of purchases they bought from a provider in
2020?

x

What is the number of items they bought from the provider in 2020?

In the pureba page, depending on the previous variable addition to, techniques,
used devices and performed tests, it answers the questions:
x

What are the performed tests, LOINC concept, technique, and the used
device in each test or selected test?

x

In which test the article is used and who is provide it?

In the concepto page, adding the variable articles to the previous variables, it
answers the questions:
x

What is the number of tests the article is used in, number of elements
per pack, activated total, the quantity they have in 2020, used
quantity, remaining quantity, purchase cost, used cost, and remaining
cost of each article?

x

What are the articles that have notes on the used quantity or the used
cost?

in the last page, Sumnistro frequency page, it displays the frequency of the
quantity bought from articles.
The dashboard gives the result as expected. It gives the user the ability to select
variables that give him the required information.
We used Shiny R package to build these dashboards. We used shinydashboard
package to display the dashboard contents in an attractive design. Other
package is used to display chart and data.

6.1 future lines
x
x
x

We just finish the building it, next we will publish it and receive
users comment and update.
The text and labels in the dashboard will be tuned and updated to
reflect the exactly known expression and language of the users.
If we can get a new dataset that contains more detailed data it will
help to add more features to the dashboard as the quantity of
articles used for each test, will help in displaying the cost of tests.
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